In recognition of their outstanding scholarly achievement, the Dean and Faculty of the Kimmel School wish to congratulate the following students who have been placed on the Dean's list. This is a significant accomplishment in the academic life of a student.

To qualify for the Dean's List, a student must achieve at least a 3.5 grade-point average out of a possible 4.0 on a regular semester's work.

**Freshman**
David Daniel York II

**Sophomore**
Ahmed Mufarris M Alotaibi
Samuel Taylor Andrews
Arlynn Celeste Baker
Julio Darwin Carrillo Diaz
Kaycey Lynne Cermin
Jesse Hayden Crotts
Tanner McNeill Dellinger
Matthew Kevin Fitzgerald
Lauren Ashley Gearhart
Joshua Mason Gragg
Colton Lee Hall
Devon Bradley Harper
Benjamin Charles Hayes
Brandon Vincent Hein
Garrett Tyler Holland
Tanner John Hollis
Jenna Leigh Hummer
Jacob Cameron Knapp
Mitchell Taylor Powell
Christopher Michael Sigmon
Melissa Rae Strickland
Blake Thomas
Victor Tucker Thompson
Stephanie Hana Tucker
Sasathorn Tunyalukmara
Alex Logan Walsh
Joshua Pate Weaver
Dakota Grant Wright
Yang Kou Xiong

**Junior**
Mahdi Mohammed S Al Numays
Suliman Saleh S Alggary
Hassan Abaidallah H Almohammadi
James Caleb Madison Bishop
Tanner Leigh Brookshire
Terail Wayne Clonts
Zachary Russell Henderson
Lai Lee
Kristina Lo
Casey T Long
Lane Alexander Martin
Richard C Mastromatteo
Carsi Leigh Ann McKeel
Wesley Dalton Mull
Ronald Chad Nichols
Taylor James Pechuekonis
William Francis Quigley
Daniel Paul Riddle
Bryan Todd Sammons
Bryson Brett Shannon
Rachel Adele Shinskie
Jeremy James Smith
Lauren Stokes
Timothy Brandon Sylva
Jordan Marcus Talley
Jordan L Tran
Johnathan Ray Wallen
Nicholas A Watson

**Senior**
Ilisasia Medina Acevedo
Joshua Blake Barlow
Alex C Berner
Robert Angelo Bianculli
Richard Rudolph Blackwell III
Kyle Andrew Bradshaw
Tiffany Mae Branch
Milton James Canupp
Christian Nathaniel Carswell
Richard Chad Carter
Emma Meaghan Casthano
Bradley Alan Chapman
Jesse Lloyd Curtis
Charles David Detweiler
Wesley Edward Dixon
Noah Allan Dunham
Natasha H Earney
Peter Hamilton Ehart Jr.
Richard Jason Foster
Andrew Carlton Fowler
Kaleb Joseph Frizzell
Zachary Dale Frizzell
Holly Lee Gaines
Anthony Logan Gentry
Cassidy Page Greene
Aaron Wayne Griffin
Adam Cole Gropp
Casey Randel Harkleroad
Wesley Blake Hawn
William Caleb Hendren
Tai Nguyen Huynh
Christopher Daniel Jennings
Amia Ashante Jones
John Wesley Jones III
Brandon Mark Jordan
Michael Jordan
Jordan Christopher Joseph
Timothy Aaron Lail
Logan Wayne Lankford
Jordan Charles Lannier
Ryan William Lawson
Larry Ben Ledford III
Garrett Keith Lewis
Moua Lor
Jeffery Wayne Lucas
Kaiser Mamun
Gloria Victoria Mariscal
Robert Grider Mason II
Joshua Andrew Mathis
William Charles McCray
Peter J Mueller
Nicholas Alan Neal
David Nathaniel Nestler
Jairo Nevarez
Jonathan Matthew Powers
Kevin Anthony Puett
Jason Benjamin Queen
Rodney Lamont Reid
Dustin Scott Rice
John Fletcher Sanders
Dylan L Shook
Mohammed Khalid Shutayfi
Jacob Aaron Spurling
Benjamin Carroll Strawn
Philip Tyler Styles
Justin Lee Tallent
Ronald William Thomas
Ross Palmer Tolley
Michael Steven Toscano
Richard Harry Vang
James Phillip Walker
Daniel Clayton Wallace
Travis Nathaniel Whitaker
Ian Robert Williams
David Adam Worley
Xengkeng Yang